This paper presents a new approach for optimizing communication of data parallel programs. Our techniques are based on unidirectional bit-vector data ow analyses that enable vectorizing, coalescing and aggregating communication, and overlapping communication with computation both within and across loop nests.
Introduction
The overhead to access non-local data from remote processors on distributed memory architectures is commonly orders of magnitude higher than the cost of accessing local data. As a consequence, a key problem to e ectively use distributed memory architectures is centered around e orts to optimize communication 5, 17, 3, 21, 16, 23, 2, 29, 30] which includes: message vectorization (hoisting communication outside of loops), message coalescing (removing redundant communication based on the same array), communication aggregation (combine messages based on di erent arrays), collective communication, communication latency hiding and pipelined communication. The e ect of these optimizations is limited by the fact that most of the analysis in current parallelizing compilers is performed for a single loop nest at a time, and very few research e orts have been started to optimize communication globally across arbitrary control ow.
Most approaches 17, 24, 23, 18] for global scheduling of communication commonly rely on data ow analysis which is used to place SENDs as early and RECVs as late as possible in order to maximize communication 2 Preliminaries
Program Model
The control ow of a program is represented by a graph (CFG) G = (N; E; e; x) with a set of nodes N and a set of edges E. A node n 2 N represents a program instruction (statement). An edge (m; n) 2 E indicates transfer of control between nodes m; n 2 N. For the ease of presentation, data ow analysis is employed at instruction level. In fact, our data ow analysis can be straightforward modi ed to work on basic blocks.
Nodes e and x respectively denote the unique entry and exit node of G, which are assumed not to possess any predecessors and successors. succs(n) and preds(n) correspond to the set of successor and predecessor nodes of n. A path in G is a sequence of nodes n 1 ; :::; n k ] such that 8i; 1 i < k: n i+1 2 succs(n i ). A path ]n 1 ; :::; n k is equivalent to n 2 ; :::; n k?1 ] where k 3. Every node n 2 N is assumed to lie on a path from e to x. We say a node n dominates a node n 0 , denoted by dom(n; n 0 ), if n appears on every path from the entry node e to n 0 . An instruction may write or use data references (array or scalar variables).
Our communication optimization is performed as part of a parallelization strategy that is based on domain decomposition in conjunction with the Single-Program-Multiple-Data (SPMD) programming model 4, 30] .
A program is executed by a set of processors P. Each data element is owned by one or more processors.
Non-local data must be fetched before it is used by a processor. In this paper we focus on the ownercomputes-strategy which means that the processor that owns a datum will perform the computations that make an assignment to this datum. Our strategy can be easily extended to non-local writes. Non-local writes occur if a processor writes data that is owned by another processor. After the write operation this data must be transferred back to the owning processor. Note that our communication optimization strategy is not restricted to SPMD or a speci c programming language. Large portions of our analysis are portable to other programming models and languages with little e ort.
A SEND represents the sending component which initiates communication, whereas a RECV nalizes the communication. A SEND is implemented as a non-blocking receive operation immediately followed by a send operation. A RECV is implemented by a blocking wait. Let U be the set of all non-local uses and S the set of SENDs in a program. Every non-local use implies a communication which can be realized by a speci c SEND/RECV pair, by several SENDs combined with a speci c RECV, or by a speci c SEND combined with several RECVs. The second case can occur if the underlying data ow analysis is hoisting a SEND upwards into several di erent control ow branches as described in Section 3.1. The third case may occur if a speci c SEND is associated with several non-local uses as a result of message coalescing (see Section 3.2). The data transferred by a communication is referred to as communication data.
We de ne a SEND s to cover a non-local use u if s has initially been inserted to exchange data which is needed due to u. Every s covers exactly one u which is referred to as OrigUse(s). Furthermore, we de ne a SEND s to be associated with a non-local use u if part or all of u is being sent by s. Note that every non-local use u that is covered by s is also associated with s, whereas not every non-local use u that is associated with s is also covered by s. This is because a SEND s may be associated with u due to message coalescing although s is not directly implied by u. Sends(u) is the set of SENDs that cover u 2 U. Uses(s) de nes the set of non-local uses that are associated with a speci c SEND s 2 S.
Performance prediction
In order to support eliminating communication bu er con icts and nding the best out of a variety of communication placements we use P 3 T 7, 8, 6, 9] , an accurate and e ective performance estimation tool for distributed memory parallel programs. P mance parameters each re ecting a di erent performance aspect are estimated: work distribution, number of transfers (messages exchanged), data volume transmitted, network contention 7], communication and computation time, and number of cache misses. In the following we brie y describe the P 3 T parameters that are used to support the techniques described in this paper: Work Distribution 9] estimates how evenly the computations of a parallel program are distributed across all processors executing the program. This parameter accurately models data distribution strategies, data access patterns (array index function), and control ow information (statement execution and loop iteration counts).
Amount of Data Transferred 8] is an estimate of the number of data elements transferred. In order to obtain results with good accuracy, this parameter among others models data distribution strategies, data access patterns, control ow, and machine speci c data type information. 7] is an estimate of the time it takes to execute the computations of a parallel program. In order to estimate computation times we pre-measure a large set of kernels which range from primitive operations (e.g. assignment and addition operations) to entire code patterns (e.g. matrix multiply). This parameter does not account for communication and blocking time. The kernels are measured on di erent architectures for varying problem sizes. The measured kernel runtimes are stored in a kernel library. In order to estimate computation times, a program is parsed to detect existing library kernels incorporating pattern matching techniques. For each kernel discovered, the pre-measured runtime is accumulated, which nally yields the overall computation time. All performance parameters can be optionally estimated for a speci c statement, loop, procedure and the entire program. Furthermore, the outcome of every parameter can be given for a speci c processor. It is assumed that problem size and machine parameters are known at compile time which is a common assumption made for many performance estimators. Characteristic values for statement execution and loop iteration counts are derived by a single pro le run 7] based on the original sequential program. We have shown 7] that large portions of the pro le data can be automatically adapted for many important program changes without redoing the pro le run. P 3 T's performance parameters are designed as machine independent as possible. However, in order to build an accurate performance estimator we model some of the most important machine speci c factors including cache line size, overall number of cache lines available, data type sizes, routing policy, startup times, distance overhead, and message transfer time per byte of the target architecture. Much of this information can be easily adapted for a variety of di erent architectures. Currently, P 3 T predicts the performance for programs that run on the iPSC/860 hypercube, Intel Paragon, network of workstations and Meiko CS-2.
The original P 3 T was restricted to communication based on overlap areas 4] surrounding the local portion of arrays. We have extended P 3 T to cover also general bu er communication where data is received into a bu er that is allocated dynamically, and the array reference that led to communication is replaced by a reference to the bu er. For detailed description of P 3 T, the reader may refer to 7, 8, 6, 9] .
Bu er-Safe Communication Latency Hiding and Message Coalescing
In this section we describe our communication optimization strategy. First, we hoist SENDs to the earliest possible program points without considering communication bu er constraints. Second, we aggressively coalesce SENDs in order to reduce the number and volume of messages. Third, we place RECVs as late as possible. Finally, we present our approach of placing SENDs/RECVs considering bu er constraints while optimizing communication.
Hoistability Analysis: 
Earliest SEND Placement Without Considering Bu er Constraints
In order to maximize latency hiding (without considering bu er constraints), SENDs must be hoisted to the earliest possible program points, while maintaining the program semantics. Starting point of this analysis is the set of non-local uses U. At the beginning every u 2 U implies a SEND s, which is then hoisted upwards in the opposite direction of the control ow. If s is hoisted through a join node n (a node with two or more predecessor nodes), then s is hoisted into every predecessor node of n which results in multiple copies of s { one for each predecessor node of n.
The analysis of hoisting SENDs is based on a backward directed bit-vector data ow analysis 19] which uses the following local predicates that are de ned for every CFG node n 2 N:
USE n : There is a non-local use u in n that implies a SEND s.
BLOCK n : A SEND s is blocked in node n if n contains the source of a true dependence that a ects the communication data of s, or n is a loop header which carries a true dependence that a ects the communication data of s. The data ow equations for hoisting SENDs are shown in Figure 1 which have been partially adapted from 26] where a similar set of equations has been used to model assignment motion for sequential programs. As common for code motion systems, we also assume that critical edges { e.g. edges leading from a node with more than one successor to a node with more than one predecessor { are eliminated by splitting edges through inserting synthetic nodes 26].
Equations (1) - (2) of Figure 1 present the hoistability analysis in bit-vector format, where each bit corresponds to a SEND that covers a non-local use u occurring in the program. Here N-HOIST n and X-HOIST n mean that a SEND can be placed at the entry or the exit of a node n, respectively. In principle, a SEND s can be hoisted to the entry of a node n denoted by N-HOIST n if s is generated in n or s can be hoisted to the exit of n and s is not blocked in n. A node n blocks s if n implies a true dependence a ecting the communication data of s. A SEND s can be hoisted to the exit of a node n if s can be hoisted to the entries of all successor nodes of n. X-HOIST n is initialized to false at the exit node. Traditionally, a SEND can only be placed at a node n if the transferred data is used along all terminating paths starting at n. 
Message Coalescing
Once the SENDs of a program have been placed as early as possible we coalesce messages in order to reduce the number and volume of messages that are based on the same array. This is in contrast to message aggregation which aims at reducing the number of messages sent by combining messages that are based on di erent arrays. Our algorithm for message coalescing involves two phases. In phase one, every SEND s is examined whether nodeS(s) dominates nodeS(s 0 ) of some SEND s 0 , and whether s subsumes s 0 such that s 0 covers a non-local use u 0 2 U with s 6 2 Sends(u 0 ). The communication data of s 0 that is not written between s and s 0 can be eliminated from s 0 as it is sent by s. If s 0 is partially redundant due to s, then the uses of s 0 are added to the uses of s. The communication data of s 0 that is written between s and s 0 must still be sent by s 0 . Note that s is not added to Sends(u 0 ), the set of SENDs that cover u 0 . This is because s is associated with u 0 but s does not cover u 0 according to Section 2.1.
In phase two, we determine the communication data for all SENDs of a non-local use u. Every SEND s of a speci c non-local use u may have been made partially redundant by some other SEND and, therefore, di erent s 2 Sends(u) may imply di erent communication data according to phase 1. As a consequence, we may have to generate a speci c RECV for every s 2 Sends(u). In order to alleviate code generation every Note that SEND4 1 and SEND4 2 { respectively placed at node 5 and 6 by the algorithm described in Section 3.1 { belong to the same RECV4 and cover the use in node 9. The write access to b in node 4 blocks SEND4 1 at node 5 resulting in LiveCommD(SEND2,SEND4 1 ) = . As a consequence SEND2 does not have an impact on SEND4 1 . Whereas SEND4 2 is made redundant by SEND2 (LiveCommD(SEND2,SEND4 2 ) = CommD(SEND4 2 )). Note that after SEND4 2 at node 6 has been eliminated, the associated RECV4 is placed in node 5 (see placement of RECVs in Section 3.3).
SEND3 cannot be hoisted to node 3 since it is only available in the right branch. According to the algorithm of Figure 3 , nodeS(SEND1) dominates nodeS(SEND3) and SEND1 subsumes SEND3. SEND3 implies exactly the same communication pattern as SEND1, therefore, SEND3 is made redundant by SEND1 as the associated communication data of SEND3 is not written between node 1 and node 6 (LiveCommD(SEND1,SEND3) = CommD(SEND3)). Message coalescing eliminates SEND3 and also the need for inserting RECV3.Note that SEND1 does not subsume SEND2. SEND1 implies a message exchange between neighboring processors, whereas SEND2 requires the processor that owns the m-th column to send this column to all other processors.
Latest RECV Placement
In order to maximize latency hiding we have to sink RECVs as far as possible. The analysis starts from the set of SENDs. Every SEND s implies a RECV r which is moved in the direction of the control ow to the latest possible program point before the communication data is used. If r is moved below a branch node n, then r is moved into every branch that starts at n which results in multiple copies of r.
The delayability analysis is based on a forward directed bit-vector data ow analysis which uses the following local predicates that are de ned for every CFG node n 2 N: There is a non-local use u in n that uses the communication data of a RECV r. SEND-CAND n : There is a SEND s in node n which implies a RECV r.
Equations (5) - (6) in Figure 5 present the delayability analysis. Here N-DELAY n and X-DELAY n intuitively mean that a RECV r can be placed at the entry or at the exit of a node n, respectively. N-DELAY n is initialized to false for the entry node. Equation (5) ensures that a RECV can only be inserted at the entry of n if it is available at the exit of all predecessor nodes.
Equations (7)- (8) specify the insertion points of RECVs. A RECV r is placed at the entry of a node n if r is blocked in n. r is placed at the exit of a node n if there exists at least one successor node m of n which prevents further sinking of r. N-DELAY n and X-DELAY n denote the greatest solution of the delayability system.
RECVs are only inserted for those non-local uses whose associated SENDs have not been eliminated by X-DELAY n = SEND-CAND n + N-DELAY n USE n (6) Inserting RECVs as late as possible:
X-LATEST n = X-DELAY n In this section we describe how our techniques for latency hiding and message coalescing are extended to be bu er-safe.
Add communication bu er requirements to program nodes
Our code generation policy implements a SEND as a non-blocking receive immediately followed by a send operation. Every associated RECV is replaced by a blocking wait. Note that commonly a RECV { implemented as a non-blocking receive followed by a blocking wait { completes only after the communication data arrived which is ensured by the blocking wait operation. Hence, the communication bu er of a SEND s remains live starting at s until its last use.
Let bu er(s) denote the bu er size required by a SEND s, and bu er-req(n) the sum of bu er sizes required by a node n 2 N according to the bu ers that are live at n. bu er(s) is computed by P 3 T's parameter for the amount of data transferred as described in Section 2.2. bu er(s) is de ned as the maximum amount of data transferred across all processors involved in s. If s and s 0 have been coalesced based on our algorithm of Figure 3 , then s and s 0 use the same communication bu er and their required bu er size is set to the size of this communication bu er. Note that although message coalescing commonly reduces memory requirements, it may also happen that message coalescing increases the bu er requirements at certain program nodes and also the life-time of some communication bu ers.
We traverse the CFG and for every node n 2 N and for every SEND s 2 S we add bu er(s) to bu er-req(n) i the communication bu er of s is live at n. bu er-req(n) is increased only once for all SENDs that share a communication bu er due to message coalescing.
Consider our example of Figure 2 (a) where for every node n the corresponding bu er-req(n) is given in square brackets. Note that all arrays are assumed to be of dimension m x m and are column-wise distributed onto a set of P processors. bu er(SEND1) = bu er(SEND4) = implies a broadcast of the local segments of arrays b and c. All 
.2 Delay SENDs if communication bu er exceeds
Let nodeU(u) specify the associated CFG node that contains the non-local use u and max-bu er is the maximum size of the communication bu er available on every processor of the target architecture. Note that max-bu er is a machine speci c parameter whereas bu er-req(n) is program speci c. bu er-req(n) is increased by the bu er sizes required for all SENDs that are live at n whereas max-bu er commonly does not change for a program run on the target architecture. LiveSends(n) is the set of SENDs whose associated bu ers are live at node n. OrigUse(s) de nes the non-local use which is covered by s. Figure 6 depicts our overall algorithm for bu er-safe communication optimization. We rst place SENDs as early as possible without considering bu er constraints according to the hoistability analysis of Section 3.1. Coalescing SENDs may increase bu er requirements and the life-time of communication bu ers. Therefore, message coalescing is done only once { outside of the REPEAT-loop. In every iteration of the REPEATloop we may selectively undo latency hiding and message coalescing by blocking SENDs in order to create a bu er-safe communication placement.
We traverse the entire CFG and examine every node n whether the bu er requirements of all non-local uses that appear in n can be satis ed by max-bu er. If not, then the algorithm terminates due to insu cient communication bu er size. An alternative to overcome this case (which goes beyond the scope of this paper) would be to split n such that the non-local uses are distributed onto several nodes (instructions).
If max-bu er honors the bu er-requirements of all non-local uses in n, then we must verify whether the SENDs that are live at n imply a bu er con ict. As long as the bu er requirements of n exceed max-bu er we have to block speci c SENDs that are live at n. For this purpose we choose { in each iteration of the WHILE-loop { the SEND with the smallest communication time whose communication data is not used in n.
The latter condition is important, as we must guarantee that a SEND is initiated before its uses. Selecting a SEND for being blocked at a node n is critical in obtaining the best choices for placing SENDs. A SEND that has been blocked due to an exceeding communication bu er, may invalidate previous message coalescing and in particular the bu er requirements of the SENDs that have been involved in message coalescing. All such SENDs that are blocked due to bu er con icts are collected in H. A blocked SEND s may no longer be associated with all its non-local uses in Uses(s). Hence, hoistability analysis must be redone with updated predicate BLOCK for every non-local use u 2 Uses(s) with s 2 H. Fortunately, hoistability analysis which is realized as a bit-vector problem can be done very e ciently. For reducible ow graphs the iterative approach will take on the average less than 5 iterations 27, 22].
The REPEAT-loop terminates if a node n is encountered whose non-local uses exceed the bu er capacity of n, or if all SENDs of the program are placed without bu er con ict. Finally, the RECVs are placed as late as possible according to the algorithm of Section 3.3. Note that the placement of RECVs does not in uence the life-time of communication bu ers. In Section 8, we prove that the algorithm displayed in Figure 6 terminates.
In continuation of our code example in Figure 2 (a), we assume that max-bu er = 2 and 2 . Hence, SEND2 is blocked by our algorithm at node 7 as SEND1 and SEND4 (broadcast communication) imply a higher communication time than SEND2 (single exchange with a neighboring processor) and c(1:m,i) { the associated communication data of SEND4 { is used in node 8. Otherwise all bu er constraints are honored by all nodes of the program. Figure 2 (b) shows the updated bu er requirements for all nodes. SEND2 is now replaced by two separate copies SEND2 1 and SEND2 2 at nodes 3 and 9, respectively. SEND2 2 is blocked at node 7 and, hence, hosting SEND2 2 stops at node 9. As a consequence, SEND2 1 cannot be hoisted beyond node 2 and is, therefore, placed at node 3 of the left branch.
At this stage we have a bu er-safe program where SENDs are placed as early and RECVs as late as possible. We refer to this program version as ELB (Earliest SEND -Latest RECV -Bu er-safe). The ELB program version of our running example is shown in Figure 2 (b) .
Communication Latency Hiding versus Reducing Number and Volume of Messages
Optimizing communication is faced with a critical tradeo : On the one hand, placing SENDs as early and RECVs as late as possible tries to maximize communication latency hiding which may result in losing valuable opportunities to reduce the number and volume of messages. On the other hand, placing messages at program positions where they can be coalesced and aggregated with a maximum number of other messages may reduce the potential for communication latency hiding. Most existing compilers employ one of these two strategies but do not try to examine the performance gains and tradeo s of both strategies in order to nd the best communication placement for a given problem and machine size.
In the following we present a systematic approach that creates and examines a reasonable number of communication placements for a given program covering promising combinations of the strategies mentioned above. Moreover, an e cient cost model is employed in order to determine the best communication placement created.
Combining SENDs into Groups based on Maximum Matching SENDs
Construction of groups of SENDs is done in three phases. In the rst phase, based on the ELB version we determine all possible placements of SENDs in a CFG, any one of which can be potentially chosen to exploit latency hiding and/or reducing number and volume of messages. Let Elb(s) denote the set of earliest bu ersafe positions (CFG nodes) of s in ELB (earliest SEND -latest RECV -bu er-safe placement according to Section 3.4.2). For every n 2 N we build NS(n), the set of SENDs that can be placed in n such that every SEND placement is bu er-safe. A SEND s 2 S is added to NS(n) i 1. n 2 Elb(s), or 2. every path from the entry node e to n contains a node n 0 2 Elb(s) and n dominates all nodes at which any u 2 Uses(s) is located. If NS(n) = then there does not exist a SEND which is placed in n. Figures 7 (a) and (b) show the SEND placement of ELB of the running code example and the NS(n) set for every CFG node, respectively. Note that all of the placements of s are bu er-safe, as the nodes at which s is placed are dominated by a node in Elb(s) which is guaranteed to be bu er-safe.
In the second phase, we determine the maximum matches of SENDs in every n 2 N. Let the sender-receiver relationship of a SEND s 1 be a subset of the sender-receiver relationship of a SEND s 2 i for every message exchange of s 1 with a sending processor a and receiving processor b there exists a message exchange of s 2 with the same sender-receiver processors. Obviously, if the sender-receiver relationship of s 1 is a subset of the sender-receiver relationship of s 2 and vice versa, then s 1 and s 2 have an identical sender-receiver relationship. Based on the sender-receiver relationship we de ne that two SENDs s 1 and s 2 match with each other i s 1 and s 2 have either an identical sender-receiver relationship or one is a subset of the other. Matching SENDs may be based on the same (message coalescing) and di erent arrays (message aggregation). Then, for every n 2 N we create a set of groups Groups(n) based on NS(n) such that for every g 2 Groups(n) the following holds: g NS(n) and all s 2 g match with each other. If a SEND can be put into several groups of a speci c node n, then it is put into the group with the largest number of SENDs. A separate group is created for every SEND s (including SEND copies) { containing only s { that is put in every node n 2 Elb(s). Typically the cardinality of NS(n) and Groups(n) is rather small (cf. Figure 7 ) which makes the complexity of di erent grouping algorithms a secondary issue. The runtime impact of di erent grouping algorithms (for instance, grouping of SENDs based on the same arrays only), however, may be relevant and is left open for future investigation. Figure 7 (c) shows Groups(n) in braces for the running example.
In the third phase, we traverse the CFG and delete all groups g 2 Groups(n) of a node n 2 N i there exists a node n 0 2 N with n 6 = n 0 and a group g 0 2 Groups(n 0 ) such that n 0 dominates n and g g 0 (g 0 contains all SENDs that are included in g). In this way we further exploit latency hiding without changing the number and volume of messages. The resulting groups of the running example are shown in Figure 7 (d). Note that our method is very exible for adding additional SEND placements of special interest or change the policy for placing SENDs in groups. We commonly add the standard SEND placement where a SEND { associated with a non-local use u { is placed just before the outermost loop in which there is no true dependence on u, or just before the statement containing u if no such loop exists. Furthermore, the standard SEND placement applies message coalescing/aggregation to SENDs that are placed at the same program point.
Determine SEND Combinations and Place RECVs
In the previous Section we identi ed di erent possibilities to place SENDs. In this section we describe how to determine a variety of promising SEND placements for various communication optimizations including latency hiding and reducing the number and volume of messages.
Let Groups G be the set of all groups across all nodes of a CFG. We de ne a valid SEND combination C to be a subset of Groups G that contains every s 2 S with: If C includes a group with a copy of a SEND s then C must include one group for every copy of s. In all other cases s is included in exactly one group of C.
Let us illustrate the construction of valid SEND combinations with our running example. Starting point are the groups displayed in Figure 7 (d). Only SEND1 and SEND2 can be placed at di erent positions: SEND1 in nodes 1 and 10 and SEND2 in nodes 3/9 (SEND2 1 in node 3 and SEND2 2 in node 9), 10, and 14. SEND4, SEND5, and SEND6 have already their nal positions. Hence, there exist at most 6 di erent SEND combinations. However, note that not all SEND combinations are valid. It is invalid to place SEND1 in node 1 and SEND2 in node 10, since the group containing SEND2 in node 10 also contains SEND1 and thus violates the de nition that a SEND must be included in exactly one group. The valid SEND combinations are displayed in Figure 8 : SEND1 in node 1 and SEND2 in nodes 3/9 (C1), SEND1 in node 1 and SEND2 in node 14 (C2), and both SEND1 and SEND2 in node 10 (C3). Note that C4 corresponds to the standard SEND placement (see Section 4.1) which has been added to all other valid SEND combinations as created by our method. C4 focuses primarily on message aggregation but lacks communication latency hiding. The other extreme is given by C1 which largely ignores message aggregation but highly overlaps communication with computation. Whereas the remaining two valid SEND combinations C2 and C3 represent a compromise between the two extremes by combining latency hiding and message aggregation.
Note that a worst case scenario could result in an exponential number of valid SEND combinations for a given program, in practice, we never encountered more than jSj 2 (S is the set of SENDs of a program) valid SEND combinations for any program examined. between the SEND of g and all of its associated RECVs. Note that a group g has a unique SEND but may have several associated RECVs and all SEND/RECV pairs are balanced. We use P 3 T to estimate CompTime path (w), the computation time of a path w 2 Paths(g). The computation time of every single instruction on a path is computed according to Equation (9) . If there are loops included in a path, then their computation time is separately computed and associated with the loop header node. Each branch must be separately considered and is weighted by its probability. The branching probability is computed based on statement execution counts. Loops that are fully included between a SEND and its associated RECV do not imply additional paths to be examined. Figure 10 shows the SEND and all its associated RECVs of a speci c group g 2 Groups G . The edges of branches are marked with their probability of being taken during execution of the program. We must examine 3 di erent paths for g: w 1 = 1; 2; 4; 5; 6], w 2 = 1; 2; 4; 5; 7], and w 3 = 1; 2; 4; 8]. Note that none of the paths actually contains node 3 which is implicitly included in node 2. Prob(w), the probability that a path w is actually executed, is computed by the product of all edge probabilities along this path. Therefore, Prob(w 1 )=0.32, Prob(w 2 )=0.48, and Prob(w 3 )=0.2.
Overlap(g), the degree of overlapping computation with communication of a speci c group g of C is then computed { according to Equation (10) { as the average latency hiding across all possible paths of g weighted by the paths' probability. Equation (11) of the cost functions described in Figure 9 is independent of loop iteration and statement execution counts. Hence, computing the described cost functions is faster than simulating or actually compiling and executing 
Experiments
We have implemented a pre-prototype of our communication optimization strategy as part of VFCS (Vienna Fortran Compilation System 4]), a compiler for distributed memory architectures. The cost models as described in this paper and the underlying symbolic analysis are fully implemented. Currently our communication optimization can handle codes with linear array subscript and loop bound expressions. Only block distributions of arrays are supported. Communication optimization cannot be done for arrays that are based on cyclic distribution. Furthermore, removing redundant communication is only done if a communication is made fully redundant by other communication. In the following we describe the results of our experiments performed to measure the potential bene ts of our bu er-safe, cost driven communication optimization.
In the rst experiment, we examine the performance of all four communication placements C1,...,C4 as shown in Figure 8 for various problem sizes. We have adapted VFCS such that it can generate code for every communication placement as created by our optimization. We ran our tests on 16 processors of a Meiko CS-2 distributed memory architecture for 5 di erent problem sizes ranging from m = 64 to m = 728 (m is the array dimension size). We report the results in Figure 11 . In each bar-chart the x-axis speci es the problem size m. ). Therefore, the runtime impact of reducing communication overhead is decreasing for increasing problem sizes. For small problem sizes communication time is much higher than computation time which re ects the high message startup overhead. Applying message aggregation is, therefore, more critical than latency hiding for small problem sizes. C3 and C4 are those versions that highly focus on message aggregation. Both of them imply the same number of messages exchanged. In addition C3 exploits latency hiding for SEND2 which makes it slightly better than C4 for m = 64. For medium message sizes, C2 is superior to all other versions as it represents a good compromise of both message aggregation and latency hiding. For larger problem sizes the computational overhead increases rapidly which improves the opportunities to overlap computation with communication. Hence, large problem sizes cause C4 to perform very poorly due to its lack of latency hiding, whereas C1 { aggressively overlaps communication with computation { becomes superior to all other code versions. Figure 12 plots our communication cost function CommCost according to Equation (11) of Section 4.3 for the same set of problems sizes and code versions as shown in Figure 11 . Again, the y-axis is normalized so that the code version with largest CommCost gure has unit time 1:0. From this gure it can be seen that our estimates do not precisely re ect the real performance behavior. For instance, for m = 64 the communication time of C3 accounts for approximately 65 % of the communication time of C1 according to Figure 11 , whereas in Figure 12 it is close to 50 %. The reason for this loss in estimation accuracy is due to the di culty to accurately model computation times which impact CommCost. Currently our computation time cost function (CompTime) models only local memory hierarchy (in particular caches) and cpu-pipeline e ects. It does not consider these e ects globally { across di erent statements and loops. Nevertheless, our communication cost function delivers the same ranking of communication placements for every di erent problem size as shown by the measured runtimes.
The most important observation of this experiment is that for changing problem sizes di erent optimization strategies become the rst order optimization e ect. Using a xed optimization strategy, therefore, can cause drastic performance losses for a speci c problem size whereas for other problem sizes it might outperform all other optimizations. An e cient cost model is, therefore, required to determine the best communication optimization strategy for a given problem size or to nd the best compromise across several optimizations.
For the given experiment C2 seems to be the best compromise as it achieves the best average communication outcome across all problem sizes and communication placements considered. Note that C2 does not focus on a speci c communication optimization strategy but is a combination of several strategies. C2 can only be obtained through systematic creation and cost evaluation of communication placements as described in this paper.
In the second experiment, we examine our communication optimization strategy for various machine sizes as applied to a Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code which determines the motion of a group of interacting particles starting with some initial con guration of positions and velocities in a speci ed volume of space. We imple-mented a parallel PIC version (approximately 3500 lines of code) following a method described in 13] where both the spatial grid and the set of particles are regularly decomposed onto a set of processors. We compared 4 di erent PIC versions (procedures have been in-lined): C1: ELB (earliest SEND, latest RECV, and bu er-safe). C2: best code version found among those generated by our cost driven communication placement according to Section 4. C3: messages are placed at the program point where they can be aggregated with the maximum number of other messages. C4: communication is hoisted into outermost possible loop and messages are aggregated if they are placed at the same program point. The codes have been measured for 1024 particles on a network of Sun-10 and Sun-5 workstations connected via an ethernet (10 MBits/sec bandwidth). C4 contains 17 di erent SENDs (excluding those required for host-node communication, and startup-synchronization). As the PIC code of our study is reasonably well structured our cost-driven communication placement strategy creates 12 (set of valid SEND combinations) di erent code versions including C1, C2, C3, and C4. Figure 13 shows the measurements. In each bar-chart the x-axis is the number of workstations used ranging from 2 to 16 workstations. The y-axis is normalized so that the code version with longest runtime has unit runtime 1.0. (1024) does not change. The communication overhead is the predominate factor of the overall runtime due to the slow network connecting the workstations and the number of messages exchanged increases linearly with the number of workstations involved. This explains also why the percentage of communication time as part of the overall runtime vastly increases for larger workstation numbers. A small number of workstations results in a signi cant computational overhead and fewer messages exchanged which makes latency hiding (C1) more e ective than message aggregation (C3). However, message aggregation is critical for increasing number of workstations employed in order to reduce the high message startup overhead on workstation networks. C3 outperforms C1 for 8 and 16 workstations by 9 % and 19 %, respectively. C2, which is a combination of aggregating and hiding communication as found by our cost-driven method, is superior to all other code placements. C4 is inferior in terms of performance to all other versions examined as it includes only standard communication optimization.
The important observation of this experiment is as follows: C2 is not drastically faster than the second best version for every speci c number of workstations evaluated. For instance, C2 respectively implies a reduction in communication by 2.5 % for jPj = 2 and 5.5 % for jPj = 16 as compared to C1 and C3. However, if compared to a xed communication optimization policy (latency hiding or message aggregation) and depending on the workstation number evaluated, C2 is 2.5 % -22 % and 5.5 % -14 % faster than C1 (latency hiding) and C3 (message aggregation), respectively. Hence, C2 is a sensitive communication placement { considering both communication latency hiding and message aggregation { that signi cantly outperforms every xed communication placement examined in our study. Note also that C1 is not consistently better than C3 and vice versa for all workstation numbers evaluated. C2 has a reduced communication overhead ranging from 36 % -70 % as compared to the standard communication placement C4. In the third experiment we present some performance results for SHALLOW which is a weather prediction code that uses nite-di erence methods to solve a system of shallow-water equations. This code has been written by Paul Swarztrauber at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado. In order to improve the performance of the original code we applied loop-distribution to all loops which enhances the cache performance and enables loop strip mining 4]. All arrays are distributed row-wise. After loop strip mining every processor executes only those loop iterations in which data is written that is owned by the processor. We compiled this code { excluding I/O { by using two versions of VFCS, one which does not apply the bu er-safe and cost-driven communication optimization, and the other one which does. Table I displays the execution times of SHALLOW for various problem (N) and machine sizes (P). Execution times are tabulated without applying bu er-safe and cost driven communication optimization (no BCO) and after applying this transformation (with BCO).
Although loop distribution improved the overall performance of the original code, it separates communication statements that have been coalesced before loop distribution. VFCS without BCO coalesces communication statements only if they are are placed at the same program position. Whereas VFCS with BCO exploits the potential of redundant communication in SHALLOW by extensively coalescing and aggregating messages even across loops. Our analysis clearly has no impact on the single processor version as it does not imply any communication. The performance improvement on 16 processors varies from 32.5 % to 5 % for di erent problem sizes ranging from N = 64 to N = 768. The relative gain in performance is lower for larger problem sizes and for programs executed on fewer processors because of the computation time dominating the communication time. For small problem sizes we achieve a performance gain varying from 15 % to 32.5 % for di erent machine sizes ranging from 4 to 16 processors. Only modest performance improvement is achieved for larger problem sizes. Gupta, Schonberg, and Srinivasan 17] describe a bidirectional data ow system together with interval analysis in order to place SENDs as early and RECVs as late as possible including detecting of redundant communication. Whereas bidirectional data ow systems are di cult to understand and to compute, our data ow system { based on unidirectional bit-vector equations { can be solved easily by interval or iterative analysis. Gupta et al. decompose the bidirectional data ow equations into two unidirectional systems in order to enable interval analysis. Communication bu er constraints are not considered. A main advantage of their approach is that data ow analysis is performed at the granularity of array sections.
Sethi and Kennedy 24, 23] Note that most existing approaches that are based on data ow analysis require separate data ow equations to model loops and balanced communication placement and employ interval analysis. We use simple yet highly e ective data ow equations which implicitly ensure balanced communication and are solved iteratively for arbitrary control ow graphs.
As demonstrated by our approach, cost models are of paramount importance for communication optimizations. Besides P 3 T several other performance estimators have been developed. Kremer 28] implemented an automatic data distribution tool for HPF style programs which uses performance prediction to examine di erent data layouts and their associated communication costs. A set of communication and computation kernel routines are pre-measured for di erent data layouts, processor numbers, and array sizes. P 3 T uses sophisticated control ow analysis to accurately model complex loop bounds and array reference patterns, whereas Kremer's approach is based on simplifying assumptions (e.g. xed loop bounds) at the cost of estimation accuracy. Gupta and Banerjee 15] described analytical communication cost models in order to support automatic data distribution for distributed memory architectures. It is assumed that each loop index used as a subscript in an array reference varies so as to sweep over the entire range of array elements along that dimension. P 3 T 8] detects the non-local array portions accessed inside of loop nests with high accuracy based on modeling loop iteration spaces in combination with array subscript expressions.
Adve et al. 1] described an integration of compilation with a performance framework to support performance analysis of data parallel programs. Static compiler analysis reports among others on data dependences, non-local accesses, type (pipelined, broadcast, shift, etc.) and volume of communication. Furthermore, it is possible to instrument the parallel code and to determine comprehensive performance data through a pro le run on the target parallel machine. Due to limited static control ow modeling, the qualitative communication information reported by their compiler is much less detailed and accurate as the one provided by P 3 T.
Instrumenting and pro ling a parallel code delivers very accurate performance results, however, at the price of actually generating and executing the code.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to optimize communication based on data ow analysis and performance prediction. Our method di ers signi cantly from previous work in that the communication optimization strategy is not xed, but con icting communication pro t motives are evaluated carefully by a performance estimator to choose the best one to apply. Firstly, we create a balanced and bu er-safe program such that SENDs are placed as early and RECVs as late as possible. Bu er-safety is achieved by using P 3 T, an e ective cost estimator, to selectively block SENDs with low priority (smallest estimated communication time) at program nodes until all bu er constraints are honored. Secondly, a novel message coalescing algorithm is used to aggressively eliminate communication redundancy both in terms of number and volume of messages. Thirdly, based on a balanced and bu er-safe program we systematically create and examine a reasonable set of communication placements for a given program covering several (possibly con icting) communication guiding pro t motives including promising combinations of communication latency hiding and reducing the number and volume of messages. P 3 T is used to determine the best choice of the created communication placements based on e ective cost functions that model work distribution, computation and communication times, and degree of overlapping communication with computation. Employing an accurate performance estimator opens ground for more aggressive communication optimization opportunities that carefully examine performance gains and tradeo s among applicable optimization strategies which is not achievable with any existing approach.
An important feature of our approach is that the data ow system does not require explicit modeling of balanced communication placement and loops. Instead of commonly used interval analysis we employ the generic xed point algorithm in order to solve the data ow system. The described approach is based on unidirectional bit-vector data ow analyses that are less complex as their bidirectional counterparts.
Preliminary performance results based on a pre-prototype implementation demonstrate that our method implies signi cant reduction in communication costs and show the e ectiveness of this analysis in improving the performance of programs.
Future work will involve including additional performance parameters, in particular memory and cache locality cost functions which are part of P The placement of a SEND and its corresponding RECV is balanced.
Proof 8.1
Let s be a SEND which covers a non-local use u. Let i be a node satisfying either N-LATEST i = true or X-LATEST i = true. Then (see Figure 14) there must exist a k with SEND-CAND k = true and a non-trivial path ]k; i which is transparent with respect to u. A non-trivial path consists of at least two di erent nodes. Now assume that there exists a node l 2]k; i with N-LATEST l = true: This implies that USE l = true and X-DELAY l = false which propagates through ]l; i resulting in N-LATEST i = false and X-LATEST i = false. This is a contradiction to the assumption of this proof.
X-LATEST l = true: This implies that there must exist a node v 2 succs(l) with N-DELAY v = false which is caused by a predecessor node w of v. However, this means that the edge between node l and v is a critical edge which has not been split. This contradicts the assumption that edge splitting is performed for the underlying CFG according to Section 3.1.
Lemma 8.2
The algorithm of Figure 6 about bu er-safe latency hiding and message coalescing terminates.
Proof 8.2
The algorithm clearly terminates if all SENDs are placed without bu er con ict, or if there exists a CFG node n whose non-local uses (included in n) imply a bu er requirement that cannot be honored by max-bu er (maximum communication bu er size of a single processor).
In all other cases a bu er con ict occurs due to SENDs that are live in a CFG node n and whose communication data is not used in n. In every iteration (except the rst one) of the REPEAT-loop, a set of SENDs is moved closer to their non-local uses (by blocking the SENDs) in order to honor bu er constraints. Let u refer to the non-local use u that is covered by a SEND s. The latest possible program point to which s can be moved is given by nodeU(OrigUse(s)), the node where u is placed. Therefore, the algorithm terminates at the latest if all SENDs s 2 S are moved to nodeU(OrigUse(s)).
